Mount Greylock Regional School District School Committee
Location: MGRS Meeting Room A109

1781 Cold Spring Road Williamstown, MA 01267

Wednesday, April 3, 2019
4:00pm

Special Open & Executive Session Agenda
I.

Call to Order

II. Williams College Capital Gift
a. MGRS oil tank cleaning need / use of capital gift

VOTE

b. Phase I and II Updates / Discussion
c. Report from Perkins Eastman regarding Phase I bid results
and possible decision regarding next steps

VOTE

III. Upcoming event of interest:
a. Berkshire County Education Task Force, 4/6/2019, 9am at BRPC
IV. Move to Executive Session with no intent to return to open session per MGL Chapter
30A Section 21(a)(2) to conduct a strategy session in preparation for negotiations
(Superintendent) and to conduct contract negotiations with non-union personnel
(Superintendent, Business Manager).

March 29, 2019
Mr. Joe Bergeron
Chair
Mount Greylock Regional School Committee
1781 Cold Spring Road
Williamstown, MA 01267
Re:

Bid Results

Dear Mr. Bergeron
I am writing in regards to the bid results and the apparent low bidder for the Mount
Greylock Regional School District Admin Building. Filed Sub-Bids for the project were
opened on Tuesday March 19, 2019 with General Bids following on March 27, 2019.
The bid results are as follows:
•
•
•

Kurtz, Inc.
David J. Tierney
Salco Construction

$2,448,633
$2,628,824
$2,655,087

Unfortunately the apparent low is above our estimated project cost. In January we were
estimating a bid cost of $2,304,676 with the restrooms included, our general bid
numbers do not reflect the bathrooms which adds $335,609 to the apparent low for a
total $2,771,242.
We have reached out to the low bidder in an effort to better understand where the
estimate and bid differ. The bidder has graciously provided us with their preliminary
take-off and schedule of values worksheets, this has allowed us to analyze the results
as follows:

Perkins Eastman
Architects DPC
20 Ashburton Street
Boston, MA 02108
1.617.449.4000
PERKINSEASTMAN.COM

Boston
Charlotte
Chicago
Costa Mesa
Dallas
Dubai
Guayaquil
Los Angeles
Mumbai
New York
Oakland
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Shanghai
Stamford
Toronto
Washington DC

In the table I have highlighted the primary trades that are driving the results we are
seeing, they are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Foundations and Concrete
Interior Construction
Electrical
Site Work

$155,421
$ 97,909
$ 99,032
$181,425

Foundations and Concrete – formwork and constrcution of the foundation walls,
insulation, pouring and finishing of the slab on grade.
Interior Construction - Walls, doors, hardware millwork, wood trim, accessories and a
number of other small items spread acorss the entire building – this is where everything
that is not in a specific trade is located.
Electrical – The filed sub-bidder responsible for all electrical and low voltage work, fire
alarm, technology, security etc.
Site – Parking, paving, utilities, grading – all componets of the project outside the
envelope.
In these four areas we have an over-run of $533,787 – the overall project over-run is
$466,566. That difference of ($67,221) could be allocated to any of the line items, as
Interior constrcution is the most variable and subject to numerous small flucuations from
a number of small bidders we suggest that line overage be reduced to $30,700. This
leaves the three trades, concrete, site and electrical as the primary source of the
overage.
In speaking with the low bidder we understand that they did receive 3 bids for concrete
and for site including the contractor on site currently. We did receive 3 bids for the
Electrical sub-contract as well. These 3 trades do tend to have potential for flucuations
in a negative way during bidding. Generally the circumstances that bring about these
trades being “high” are unclear, it could simply be the amount of work available in a given
area or some other factor particular to the project that is driving the numbers.
We feel that it is always important to understand why we are not experienceing the
results we expected. In this case it is not a widepsread overage in every category which
would point to a very different conclusion, it is a select number of trades who are pushing
our numbers. We can discuss further next week.
Regards,

Daniel Colli, AIA
Associate Principal

